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Reaching high densities is a key step toward cold-collision experiments with polyatomic molecules. We
use a cryofuge to load up to 2 × 107 CH3F molecules into a boxlike electric trap, achieving densities up to
107=cm3 at temperatures around 350 mK where the elastic dipolar cross section exceeds 7 × 10−12 cm2.
We measure inelastic rate constants below 4 × 10−8 cm3=s and control these by tuning a homogeneous
electric field that covers a large fraction of the trap volume. Comparison to ab initio calculations gives
excellent agreement with dipolar relaxation. Our techniques and findings are generic and immediately
relevant for other cold-molecule collision experiments.
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Polar molecules offer research opportunities that are not
shared by other particles such as atoms [1]. The strong and
long-range electric dipole-dipole interaction in particular
can affect quantum-chemical reaction pathways [2–6], can
induce large-scale correlations and novel phases in
molecular quantum gases [7–11], and can be the basis
for a robust quantum-computing architecture [12–17].
Toward these applications, closed-shell symmetric-top
molecules stand out as an ideal platform due to their
simple rotational energy-level structure, favorable matrix
elements for cycling transitions [18], and linear response
to an electric field [19]. Together, these properties have
allowed for direct cooling and trapping of the numerically
largest samples of ultracold molecules to date [20].
Further key requirements must be fulfilled to explore and

leverage the dipole-dipole interaction between such mol-
ecules: first, observing dipolar collisions needs a high
density combined with a long hold time. The latter can be
accomplished by trapping the molecules [21–29]. Second, a
high state purity is needed so that collision channels can be
studied cleanly. This requires cooling the rotation of the
molecules [30–32]. Also cooling the motion has the addi-
tional advantage that it increases the elastic cross section
and decreases the number of inelastic collision channels
[33]. Third, manipulating the collision process calls for a
suitable control technique that must be compatible with the
aforementioned cooling and trapping [34–37]. All demands
have been met for ultracold dimers synthesized from laser-
cooled [3,38–44] and directly cooled diatomic molecules

[45–47]. However, despite early attempts [48] and recent
advances [49–51], collision studies with polyatomic mol-
ecules are still at a beginning.
Here we observe cold collisions between electrically

trapped CH3F molecules in a predominantly single rota-
tional state. Moreover, we use a homogeneous electric
field to tune the rate of inelastic two-body collisions.
Excellent agreement between experimental data and a
semiclassical model identifies the dominant loss mecha-
nism to be dipolar relaxation [52] to untrapped rotational
states. Understanding and controlling this mechanism is a
sine qua non requirement for future thermalization and
evaporative cooling experiments with molecules that can
be decelerated, trapped and cooled, but are still far from
the quantum regime.
The starting point for our collision measurements is to

create a high-density sample of CH3F molecules confined in
an electric trap. As a molecule source we employ our
Cryofuge [49], illustrated in Fig. 1(a), which combines
cryogenic buffer-gas cooling [53] with centrifuge deceler-
ation [54] to produce a continuous, high-flux beam of
trappable (≤ 25 m=s) molecules. The beam is velocity
filtered by a sharply bent electric quadrupole [55] s piece
that connects the exit of the centrifuge with the input of the
trap. This prevents the fast velocity tail of the guided
molecules from reaching the trap. Loading is turned on
and off by simultaneously switching the guide connecting
the cryogenic cell to the centrifuge decelerator and the s
piece between guiding and nonguiding configuration [55].
We tune the trap loading rate by varying the electric field of
the connection guide between 2 kV=cm for low flux and
20 kV=cm for high flux (∼108=s).
Our trap employs an electric multipole configuration that

confines cold molecules in a boxlike potential [26]. It
consists of a pair of microstructured capacitor plates,
separated by 3 mm, and a surrounding ring electrode.
Alternating voltages�V trap are applied to the microstructure
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electrodes to provide strong confinement in the vertical
direction, while the ring electrode with voltage Vring
provides confinement in the other two horizontal dimen-
sions. For all measurements presented here, the trapping
and ring electrode voltages are fixed to V trap ¼ 1200 V
and Vring ¼ 3Vtrap, resulting in a maximum trapping
field of Etrap ¼ 40 kV=cm. This confines molecules up
to kinetic energies corresponding to ∼1 K. A voltage
difference applied to the capacitor plates creates a homo-
geneous electric control field Ec that covers ∼50% of the
trapped molecule ensemble and is tuned between 0.50 and
2.37 kV=cm, see Fig. 1(c).
Molecules are unloaded from the trap via a time-of-flight

quadrupole guide, depicted in Fig. 1(a), that can be toggled
on and off to measure the velocity distribution of the
trapped sample (see Supplemental Material [56]). A quad-
rupole mass spectrometer (QMS) at the end of the guide
detects the unloaded molecules, with the integrated signal
being proportional to the density of trapped molecules n. Its
time evolution can be modeled by

d
dt

nðtÞ ¼ λðtÞ − ΓnðtÞ − kn2ðtÞ; ð1Þ

with λ denoting the loading rate of molecules into the trap.
Single-body loss from collisions with residual background
gas, Majorana transitions for molecules passing through
electric-field minima [62,63], or molecules leaving the trap

through the input and output guides [26,63] are charac-
terized by a single-body loss rate Γ. The density-dependent
collision-induced trap losses are given by the two-body
loss-rate coefficient k.
The standard approach to measure two-body loss is to

observe a density-dependent nonexponential decay of the
trapped sample, clearly distinct from a single-body expo-
nential decay [45]. We know, however, that in our trap Γ
depends strongly on the molecule velocity v (proportional to
v5 for a linear Stark shift [63]). This causes deviations from a
single-exponential decay even in the absence of collisions,
i.e., in the limit of small density. However, for hold times less
than 1 s, single-body loss can be approximated by a single-
exponential decay (see Supplemental Material [56]). A
further problematic effect arises when tuning the loading
rate. Despite all precautions, changing the connection guide
voltage creates small changes in the velocity distribution of
the trapped samples, affecting the single-body decay rate by
an amount similar to that due to collisions. To counter these
complications, we developed a new measurement scheme
that is robust against small changes of Γ (see Supplemental
Material [56]), allowing us to extract a precise value for k as
described in the following.
Our measurement scheme combines the results of three

distinct experiments with three molecular samples A, B, and
Aþ B, with the trap effectively serving as a test tube. The two
samples A and B are created independently and are separated
by their loading times, as illustrated in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b),

FIG. 1. Experimental setup. (a) CH3F are cooled in a cryogenic
buffer-gas cell (helium at 4.4 K) and transferred to a centrifuge
decelerator by an electric connection guide. An s-shaped guide
acts as a velocity filter connecting the exit of the centrifuge to the
inlet of the electric trap. A mass spectrometer at the end of a time-
of-flight guide attached to the trap outlet detects the molecules.
(b) Measured state distribution in the trap, given in the sym-
metric-top basis jJ; K;Mi. (c) Simulated electric-field distribu-
tion [20] of the electrostatic trap for Ec ¼ 0.50 kV=cm (blue) and
Ec ¼ 2.37 kV=cm (red). The field is homogeneous (≤ 10%
relative deviation from Ec) over ∼50% of the geometric trap
volume.

FIG. 2. Molecule signals. (a)–(c) Measurement sequences for
samples A, B, and Aþ B. The gray areas depict the interaction
time Δt, whereas the dashed areas illustrate the trap unloading
signals which, when integrated, are proportional to the density of
trapped molecules. (d) Density of trapped molecules as a function
of the interaction time Δt for the A, B, and Aþ B samples,
recorded at Ec ¼ 0.50 kV=cm.
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respectively. Sample A is created by loading the trap for two
seconds, reaching a steady state. At this time we stop the
loading, wait 100 ms for transient effects to disappear, and
start the interaction period,Δt ∈ ½0; 1� s [gray-shaded area in
Figs. 2(a)–2(c)], during which collisions occur. The density
nA then evolves according to Eq. (1) with λA ¼ 0. Similarly,
we create sampleB by turning on the loading rate λB for up to
one second.We consider this to happen during the interaction
period, but in the absence of sample A. For both samples, A
and B, molecules are lost due to trap and collision losses
between molecules, A-A collisions in sample A and B-B
collisions in sample B. Finally, we create the third combined
sample Aþ B by consecutively loading first sample A and
then sample B, as illustrated in Fig. 2(c). This allows for
additional loss only by means of A-B collisions during the
interaction period Δt, as both individual samples are inde-
pendent in all other respects. Figure 2(d) shows the integrated
trap unloading signals for the A, B, and Aþ B samples as a
functionofΔt.We then combine thedensitiesmeasured in the
three samples, δnðtÞ ¼ nAðtÞ þ nBðtÞ − nAþBðtÞ, to extract
the (positive) collision signal δn.
Experimentally, we tune the density of trapped CH3F

molecules by changing the electric field in the connection
guide and record δn as a function of n̄2, defined as the
product of nAðtÞ and nBðtÞ averaged over Δt. Results for
Δt ¼ 1 s are displayed in Fig. 3(a) for Ec ¼ 0.50 kV=cm
and Ec ¼ 2.37 kV=cm. The observed linear dependence of
δn on n̄2 proves, first, the existence of collisions (average
collision energy ∼kB × 0.4 K) and, second, their nature as
two-body loss process. The third observation refers to the
clearly distinct slopes for the two control fields. This points
to an electric-field dependence of k that we investigate in the
following.
To extract a precise value for kwe derive an expression for

the time evolution of the collision signal δn during the
interaction periodΔt, and fit this expression to the measured
collision signal. By using Eq. (1) and the definition for δnwe
obtain

d
dt

δnðtÞ ¼ 2knAðtÞnBðtÞ − δnðtÞ
× fΓδn þ 2k½nAðtÞ þ nBðtÞ�g þ k½δnðtÞ�2; ð2Þ

where we use λAþB ¼ λA þ λB and introduce the rate with
which collidingmolecules are lost in theAþ B scenario via
Γδnδn ¼ ΓAnA þ ΓBnB − ΓAþBnAþB. The loss rates,ΓA,ΓB,
ΓAþB, and Γδn are directly obtained from the measured data
(see Supplemental Material [56]). With k now being the
only free parameter, we fit the solution of Eq. (2) to the
measured collision signal for Δt ¼ 1 s. The result is
displayed in Fig. 3(b) for Ec ¼ 2.37 kV=cm and Econn ¼
20 kV=cm (high input flux), yielding k ≃ 2 × 10−8 cm3=s.
To test whether k is a molecule-specific parameter that is
independent of the density of trapped molecules, we
perform a series of experiments with different control

fields and molecule loading rates into the trap. Results
are shown in Fig. 3(c) for Ec ¼ 0.50 kV=cm and
Ec ¼ 2.37 kV=cm. For both electric fields, we observe a
density independence for k, as expected for a molecule-
specific parameter, but a clear electric-field dependence.
To investigate the latter in more detail, we tune the

homogeneous control fieldEc to six different values between
0.50 and 2.37 kV=cm and extract the corresponding values
for k. The result is plotted in Fig. 4. Most striking is that k
reduces by more than a factor of 2 when Ec increases from
0.50 to 2.37 kV=cm. We interpret this observation as a clear
signature of dipolar relaxation: The control field induces a
Stark splitting and thereby an energy mismatch between the
molecular internal-angular-momentum states that are coupled

FIG. 3. Collision data. (a) Collision signal δn due to A-B
molecules interacting for Δt ¼ 1 s as a function of n̄2, the
product of nAðtÞ and nBðtÞ averaged over the interaction period,
for two control fields. (b) Solution of Eq. (2) (blue triangles) fitted
to the measured collision signal (red squares) at Δt ¼ 1 s for
Econn ¼ 20 kV=cm and Ec ¼ 2.37 kV=cm. (c) Two-body loss-
rate coefficient k plotted against n̄, for two control fields. The
solid lines depict the average of the measured data weighted by
the respective error bars. Small changes in k (≤ 5%) might occur,
as tuning the loading rate slightly alters the velocity distribution
of the trapped ensembles.
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by the electric dipole-dipole interaction. During a nonadia-
batic collision, the orientation of the dipole can change and
population can be transferred from a trappable to a nontrap-
pable state. The crucial point is that increasing the energy
difference between the trappable and the nontrappable states
reduces the probability for a nonadiabatic transfer. This
simple picture predicts a decreasing loss-rate coefficient k
for increasing control fieldEc, as observed in the experiment.
An electric field has already been used to control chemical
reactions [6] and evaporative cooling [40] of bialkali mole-
cules, two applications distinct from our experiment.We note
that for polyatomic molecules the electric field is a promising
control parameter which should affect only the inelastic
collisions, at least in our parameter regime. This should allow
one to tune the ratio between elastic and inelastic collisions, a
prerequisite for rethermalization and evaporative-cooling
experiments [40,42,64].
Beyond the qualitative picture outlined above, we now

compare the data in Fig. 4 with a quantitative ab initio
model. Toward this end, we consider elastic kel and
inelastic kin contributions to k. Note that an elastic collision
between two molecules leads to loss if the kinetic energy of
one molecule after the collision is larger than the trap depth.
The corresponding loss-rate coefficient is obtained from
kel ¼ σellossvrel for a given relative velocity vrel with σelloss
being the velocity-dependent elastic-loss cross section. The

latter is obtained from the differential elastic-collision cross
section ðdσ=dΩÞðvrel; θÞ which is calculated using the
semiclassical eikonal approximation [33]. The likelihood
for a molecule to be lost from the trap after the collision,
Plossðθ; vrelÞ [49], is numerically determined from
Monte Carlo simulations that include the electric-field
distribution and the velocity distribution of the molecules
in the trap. When calculating Plossðθ; vrelÞ, we furthermore
take into account that elastic collisions change the velocity
distribution and thus the single-body loss rate Γ. By
averaging kel over the relative-velocity distribution of the
trapped molecules, we obtain kel ¼ 4.5 × 10−11 cm3=s for
Ec ¼ 2.37 kV=cm, which is about three orders of magni-
tude smaller than two-body loss-rate coefficients reported
in Fig. 4. We emphasize that, although an elastic-collision
process is unlikely to lead to loss, the elastic cross section is
estimated to be as large as σel ¼ 7.5 × 10−12 cm2.
To calculate the total inelastic-loss-rate coefficient kin, we

first consider loss processes described by the short-range
Langevin capture model [65]. For a dipole moment of
davg ¼ 0.83 D, corresponding to the average for the mea-
sured state distribution in the trap, and a control field of
Ec ¼ 2.37 kV=cm, the Langevin loss-rate coefficient is
obtained as kL ¼ 6.8 × 10−10 cm3=s. This is larger than
the above calculated kel, but is again much smaller than the
observed values displayed in Fig. 4, and is independent of
Ec. Therefore, the Langevin model also fails to explain the
observed losses.
To understand these, we now calculate the two-body

dipolar-relaxation loss-rate coefficient kdd. We do this by
numerically solving the Schrödinger equation for a pair of
molecules that move past each other along a fixed, straight
trajectory in an electric field (see Supplemental Material
[56]), as schematically illustrated in the inset of Fig. 4. The
initial state vector, jΨðt ¼ −∞Þi, takes into account the
rotational-state distribution in the trap in the symmetric top
basis jJ;∓ K;�Mi, with∓ K chosen positive. Specifically,
the molecules are statistically distributed over trappable
states according to the buffer-gas cell temperature and
the Stark shift. We measure the trapped state population
via microwave depletion [66,67] to be ð84.8� 0.7Þ%
in j1; 1; 1i, ð7.3� 0.7Þ% in j2; 1; 2i, and ð2.4� 0.2Þ%
in j2; 1; 1i, graphically illustrated in Fig. 1(b). The missing
ð6.1� 0.1Þ% are distributed over higher-lying rotational
levels with no single jJ; K;Mi state containing more
than 1% of the population. The dipole-dipole interaction
redistributes the initial population over trappable and non-
trappable states, and the state distribution after the collision
process is obtained from jΨðt ¼ þ∞Þi. Summing the
molecule population in nontrappable states over all possible
trajectories and over the full solid angle then gives us the loss
cross section σddlossðvrel; EcÞ for a given relative velocity of the
colliding molecules and a given control field. We do not
include the full electric-field distribution as this would only
slightly alter σddloss (by ∼10%), but would increase the already
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FIG. 4. Dipolar relaxation. Measured (red triangles) and
calculated (black squares) two-body loss-rate coefficient k of
trapped molecules versus applied control field. The dashed line
is a guide to the eye. The inset shows a schematic illustration of
the collision process, with molecules being redistributed to
lower M states. Information on the error budget of k can be
found in the Supplemental Material [56].
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long calculation time (∼7 months for the entire parameter
space) more than tenfold. The loss-rate coefficient due to
dipolar relaxation is now obtained from kddðvrel; EcÞ ¼
σddlossðvrel; EcÞvrel, which we weight according to the mea-
sured relative-velocity distribution in the trap to get kddðEcÞ.
The sum of the elastic and inelastic contributions to k are

plotted and compared with experimental data in Fig. 4 as a
function of Ec. We use the calculated values for k as an
independent calibration of the molecule density, which we
compare with the error-prone [49] density value derived
from the QMS signal. Thereby we find a scaling factor
which we globally apply for all measurements presented
here. Although this factor might affect the experimental
value of k, the functional dependence kðEcÞ as a molecule
property is unaffected. We therefore attribute the observed
losses to primarily (95%) dipolar relaxation. This is con-
firmed by the fact that kdd is the only contribution with a
pronounced electric-field dependence.
To conclude, we combined efficient cooling and decel-

eration with trapping of cold CH3F molecules within an
electric trap. We studied collisions in a clean and precisely
controlled way, and changed the dipolar-relaxation loss rate
by tuning the electric field. In the future we could add
optoelectric Sisyphus cooling which has been applied in the
same kind of trap to CH3F [66] and H2CO [20] for which
temperatures as low as 420 μK have been reached. Collision
experiments with such cold molecules would benefit from a
larger elastic cross section and a smaller dipolar-relaxation
loss rate, and thus could open up a route to quantum
degeneracy.
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